


PORTFOLIO 

Bridal Party

Ceremony Flowers 

Table Flowers

Other Installations and Sculptures

● Please note images in this document serve as a guide for general style. All our weddings are truly unique and we design your florals with you, no two pieces are ever the 
same.
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Bridal Party

Bridal Bouquets 
Bridesmaids Bouquets 

Button Holes
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Bridal  Bouquet 

The bridal bouquet is very much 
made in consultation with the bride. 
We offer a range of styles , but no 
two bouquets are the same.
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Bridal  Bouquet 
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Bridesmaids  Bouquet 

Generally the smaller less complex 
version of the bridal bouquet. A 
range of styes available.
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Button Holes

Our buttonholes are delicate and 
detailed. Available in dried and 
fresh flowers and generally 
designed to complement the 
bouquets
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Button Holes
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Ceremony Pieces 

Asymmetrical Archway: green
Asymmetrical Archway: white 

Ceremony Plinths 
Ceremony Urns

Meadow 
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Asymmetrical Archway: Green

(A predominantly green  archway with or without 
florals. Florals in the colour scheme of your 

wedding)
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Asymmetrical Archway: white

(A white archway with or without florals. Florals 
in the colour scheme of your wedding)



Asymmetrical Archway: white

(A white archway with or without florals. Florals 
in the colour scheme of your wedding)



Ceremony Plinths

(Sculptural displays place onto plinths, Plinths to 
be coloured in clients choice. We can also 

provide florals leading up to the plinths)
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Ceremony Urns

(Sculptural displays in large urns and placed 
onto shorter plinths or stands. Plinths can be 

painted or covered in fabric for a classical look

 



Meadow

(Flowers in troughs to give a meadow 
appearance. The troughs can be arranged in a 

linear line or as a horseshoe
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Table Flowers

Bud Vases 
Centrepieces 

Ikebana 
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Bud Vases 

(Simple floral stems in vases. A mixtures of 
styles and shapes of glassware and florals. 

These work great for longer tables but can also 
we used in clusters for round tables.)
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Centrepieces

(Sculptural displays in a range of pots, great for 
round tables or placed occasionally with bud 

vases for longer tables)
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Centrepieces

(Sculptural displays in a range of pots, great for 
round tables or placed occasionally with bud 

vases for longer tables)

 



Ikebana

(Minimal and sculptural displays in the Japanese 
Ikebana style. These can be placed on both long 

and round tables. They can also be used to 
accompany bud vases)

 



Other Installations and Sculptures 

Hanging Sculptures - Green 
Hanging Sculptures - Cloud
Hanging Sculptures - Dried 

Wall Installations
Site Specific Installations
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Hanging Sculptures - Green

(Hanging sculptures in a range of sizes and 
styles)
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styles)

 



Hanging Sculptures - Cloud

(Hanging sculptures in a range of sizes and 
styles)

 



Hanging Sculptures - Cloud

(Hanging sculptures in a range of sizes and 
styles)

 



Hanging Sculptures - Dried

(Hanging sculptures in a range of sizes and 
styles, these sculptures are made using dried 

flowers)

 



Wall Installations

(foliage and florals attached to the walls. In a 
range of sizes and styles)
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Site specific installations 

(Foliage and florals that interact with the 
architecture of the spaces. A range of styles and 

colours available )
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